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COMPACT AND STABLE DISCONTINUOUS GALERKIN
METHODS FOR CONVECTION-DIFFUSION PROBLEMS∗
S. BRDAR† , A. DEDNER‡ , AND R. KLÖFKORN†
Abstract. We present a new scheme, the compact discontinuous Galerkin 2 (CDG2) method,
for solving nonlinear convection-diﬀusion problems together with a detailed comparison to other
well-accepted DG methods. The new CDG2 method is similar to the CDG method that was recently
introduced in the work of Perraire and Persson for elliptic problems. One main feature of the CDG2
method is the compactness of the stencil which includes only neighboring elements, even for higher
order approximation. Theoretical results showing coercivity and stability of CDG2 and CDG for
the Poisson and the heat equation are given, providing computable bounds on any free parameters
in the scheme. In numerical tests for an elliptic problem, a scalar convection-diﬀusion equation,
and for the compressible Navier–Stokes equations, we demonstrate that the CDG2 method slightly
outperforms similar methods in terms of L2 -accuracy and CPU time.
Key words. discontinuous Galerkin, higher order discretization, stability, convection-diﬀusion,
compressible Navier–Stokes
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1. Introduction. In this paper we introduce the compact discontinuous Galerkin 2 (CDG2) method for solving nonlinear convection-diﬀusion problems. The
CDG2 method belongs to the group of the discontinuous Galerkin (DG) methods
which were proposed and analyzed for the ﬁrst time in the 1970s for solving partial
diﬀerential equations. In particular, in 1973 for solving neutron transport equations
of hyperbolic type by Reed and Hill [37]. In the work of Cockburn, Shu, and their
collaborators the DG method has undergone a major development which has resulted
in a series of papers, for example, [11, 12] for nonlinear hyperbolic conservation laws.
The advantages of these methods over some other higher order ﬁnite element (FE)
methods like Lagrange methods or higher order ﬁnite volume (FV) methods like ENO
or WENO schemes include, for example, the following:
• Robust design of higher order function spaces due to the fact that higher
order is achieved by choosing polynomial degree locally on each grid element.
• Easy implementation on nonconforming unstructured meshes with hanging
nodes. These meshes are well suited for local grid adaptation, a desirable
feature for resolving multiscale character of diﬀerent problems.
• Locality of the method as a result of discontinuous numerical solutions, where
the discontinuity occurs only in the intersection of grid elements. For the ﬁrst
order partial diﬀerential equations a DG spatial operator of arbitrary higher
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order requires only information from direct neighbors. This is a key feature
for eﬃcient computation on today’s multicore parallel architectures.
Various versions of the DG method to solve elliptic problems have emerged over
the years, and it is interesting to mention the work [2] which uniﬁes several of them
in an abstract framework and provides analysis of their accuracy and stability for
Poisson’s equation.
Two of the methods mentioned in [2] which satisfy the properties stated above
are the interior penalty (IP) (introduced in [18]) or Bassi-Rebay 2 (BR2) (introduced
in [4, 5]). More recently the compact discontinuous Galerkin (CDG) method was
introduced in [36].
The IP scheme with diﬀerent stabilization terms is analyzed for the two-dimensional
(2D) compressible nonlinear Navier–Stokes equations in the work of Hartmann and
Houston [27]. Additional stabilization of the IP method is based on the penalization
of jumps of the numerical solution across grid interfaces which has to take into account
the order of the method. Estimates of the penalization parameters for one-dimensional
parabolic problems are presented in [34], for 2D elliptic problems in [1, 19, 20], and for
2D compressible nonlinear Navier–Stokes equations in [26]. In [22, 38] the problem of
estimating the penalty coeﬃcient, in case of simpliﬁed diﬀusion term, is transformed
into a problem of ﬁnding an estimate for a series of inequalities between diﬀerent
norms. The BR2 method is compared with IP in [27] (see also the references therein).
The stabilization of the BR2 method, as well as for the CDG and the CDG2 methods, is based on special lifting operators. This approach may come at a considerable
computational cost, since the lifting operators need to be computed on both grid
elements which share an interface. The advantage of CDG and CDG2 over BR2 is
exactly at this point, as they require the evaluation of one lifting operator on only
one side of each interface. In the context of nonlinear problems this is even more
important since one might consider a matrix free implementation of these methods.
Calculations of these liftings add a nonnegligible part to the computational cost of
the scheme especially on general quadrilateral and hexahedral grids.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we describe the CDG2,
CDG, BR2, and IP methods in a suitable form for the stability analysis carried out
in section 3. Here, the analysis of the coercivity in the case of Poisson’s equations
and L2 -stability in the case of a linear heat equation is carried out for CDG and
CDG2. In section 4, we highlight implementation details. Most notably we use the
stability estimate for the CDG2 method to derive a special switching function which
improved the performance of the method considerably. Practical results, including
comparisons of the new CDG2 method with CDG, IP, and BR2, are presented in
section 5. Conclusions are drawn in section 6.
2. DG formulation for convection-diﬀusion equations. In this section we
will derive the primal DG formulation for general nonlinear convection-diﬀusionreaction equations of the form


in Ω × (0, tend ),
∂t u + ∇ · f (u) − A(u)∇u = s(u)
(2.1)

u = gD
u(0, ·) = u0

on ∂Ω × [0, tend ),
in Ω,

where u : Ω × [0, tend ] → R, A : R → Rd×d , f : R → Rd , s : R → R, and Ω ⊂ Rd is a
bounded subset with polygonal (for d = 2, or polyhedral for d = 3) boundary.
In this paper we focus, in particular, on the discretization of the diﬀusion term
in (2.1). To this end we ﬁrst consider the discretization of a linear elliptic problem
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with variable coeﬃcients which will serve as a building block for the discretization of
(2.1) discussed in section 2.2. The discretization is described for a 2D problem, but
it is straightforward to extend it to three space dimensions.
2.1. Elliptic problems. In order to derive the discretization of the diﬀusion
term in (2.1) we consider the following elliptic problem in Rd , d = 2, of the form
(2.2)

−∇ · (A(x)∇u(x)) = s(x)
u = gD

x ∈ Ω,
on ∂Ω,

where Ω ⊂ Rd is a bounded polygonal area, A ∈ L∞ (Ω, Rd×d ) a positive deﬁnite
diﬀusion matrix, and s ∈ L2 (Ω).
We are interested in deriving a discrete primal formulation for (2.2) of the form

sϕ
∀ϕ ∈ Vh .
(2.3)
B(uh , ϕ) =
Ω

The discrete solution uh is in the piecewise polynomial space Vh = Vh1 with
Vhl = {v ∈ L2 (Ω, Rl ) : v|K ∈ [Pk (K)]l }

for some l ∈ N

deﬁned for a given partition Th = {K} of Ω into polygons K. The space V l is
contained in the function space
V l = {v ∈ L2 (Ω, Rl ) : v|K ∈ [H 2 (K)]l } .
In addition to Vh = Vh1 we also use the abbreviation Σh = Vhd , V = V 1 , and Σ = V d
in the following.
To derive the bilinear form B we need to introduce some standard notation
(see [2]). By Γi we denote the family of all interior intersections e of grid elements
Ke+ , Ke− ∈ Th , where e = Ke− ∩ Ke+ and positive Hausdorﬀ measure in Rd−1 . We restrict ourselves to conforming grids, so that an intersection e can be only a whole edge
of an element Ke± . Additionally, let Γ be the family of all intersections e ⊂ ∂K, where
.
K ∈ Th . For each intersection e we deﬁne the local mesh width he = max{|K|e|
−
+
e |,|Ke |}
For e ∈ Γi , ϕ ∈ V , and τ ∈ Σ we introduce operators [·]e , {·}e , {{·}}e , and [[·]]e as
[[ϕ]]e = ϕ|Ke− nKe− + ϕ|Ke+ nKe+ ,
[τ ]e = τ |Ke− · nKe− + τ |Ke+ · nKe+ ,

1
(ϕ − + ϕ|Ke+ ),
2 |Ke
1
{{τ }}e = (τ |Ke− + τ |Ke+ ),
2
{ϕ}e =

and for a boundary intersection e ⊂ ∂Ω as

[[ϕ]]e = (ϕ − gD
)n,
[τ ]e = τ · n,

{ϕ}e = ϕ,
{{τ }}e = τ ,



where gD
= gD in case [[·]]e acts on uh ; otherwise gD
= 0. Note that instead of the
arithmetic averages {·}e , {{·}}e one could also use, for example, weighted harmonic
averages as suggested in [10, 17, 20] and other papers. This, however, is outside of
the scope of this paper.
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Following the derivation of the DG primal formulation found in [2] we obtain, for
 both mapping uh to [L2 (Γ)]d , the ﬂux based bilinear
given numerical ﬂuxes u
 and A,
form


[AT ∇ϕ]e {uh − u
}e
B(uh , ϕ) := (A∇uh ) · ∇ϕ −
Ω

(2.4)
−

e∈Γi

 

e



{{A ∇ϕ}}e · [[uh ]]e + A · [[ϕ]]e .
T

e

e∈Γ

The method is completely described once the physical parameter functions A, s,
and g are known and appropriate numerical ﬂuxes have been chosen. To deﬁne the
numerical diﬀusion ﬂuxes, let us deﬁne two kinds of lifting operators re : [L2 (e)]d → Σh
and le : L2 (e) → Σh , for every e ∈ Γ, with




r e (ξ) · τ = − ξ · {{τ }}e ,
le (φ) · τ = − φ[τ ]e
(2.5)
Ω

e

Ω

e

for all τ ∈ Σh , ξ ∈ [L2 (e)]d , and φ ∈ L2 (e). For our convenience we deﬁne Le (u) :=
r e ([[u]]e ) + le (β e · [[u]]e ) on e ∈ Γ. The parameter β (in the literature frequently C12 ) is
called the switch function. We assume in the following that for an interior intersection
e with neighboring element Ke+ , Ke− we have
(2.6)

βe =

1
1
nKe− = − nKe+ ,
2
2

while on the boundary we set βe = nKe /2 for CDG2 and β e = 0 for the other methods.
Here, nKe is the outer unit normal of Ke on intersection e. Diﬀerent choices for βe
have been suggested (e.g., in [2, 13, 36]). We will discuss two deﬁnitions for βe in
section 4, one of which is motivated by our coercivity estimate. Note that the meaning
of Ke+ , Ke− is ﬁxed once a switching function has been chosen.
For a given switch function β e we call e an outﬂow intersection of a grid element
K if e ⊂ ∂K and nK · β e > 0. Notice that this deﬁnition tells us that K = Ke− . The
out
number of all outﬂow intersections of K is denoted by NK
, whereas the maximal
number of outﬂow intersections for one grid element is denoted by NTout
, i.e.,
h
(2.7)

out
NK
= #{e ∈ Γ : ne · βe > 0 and e ⊂ ∂K} ,

out
NTout
= max NK
.
h
K∈Th

In addition we denote by NK the total number of interfaces of K and we deﬁne
(2.8)

NTh := max NK .
K∈Th

 considered in this
In Table 1 we show the numerical diﬀusion ﬂuxes û and A
paper. The numerical ﬂuxes on the boundary are also prescribed in the table based
on the deﬁnition of the operators [·]e , [[·]]e , {·}e , and {{·}}e on the boundary. The only
exception to this is that û = gD on a boundary intersection.
Remark 1. The term A in the penalty term δ e (u) plays an important role in
case of a strongly nonlinear system of equations, like in the case of the Navier–Stokes
system. The absence of this term leads to insuﬃcient numerical diﬀusion resulting
in suboptimal convergence rates. The stability of the IP method is especially prone
to changes of the stability coeﬃcient η (see [27]) whereas the CDG and the CDG2
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Table 1
Numerical diﬀusion ﬂuxes on an interface e for all methods considered in this paper. For
simplicity we write u instead of uh and use the abbreviations d(u) = A∇h u, j e (u) = ALe (u), and
δ e (u) = hη {{A}}e [[u]]e with η ≥ 0 and χ ≥ 0.
e


A

û

Method
IP

{u}e

{{d(u)}}e − δ e (u)

BR2

{u}e

{{d(u)}}e
+χ{{Ar e ([[u]]e )}}e

CDG

{u}e − β e · [[u]]e

{{d(u)}}e − δ e (u) + βe [d(u)]e


+χ {{j e (u)}}e + βe [j e (u)]e

CDG2

{u}e

{{d(u)}}e − δ e (u)


+χ {{j e (u)}}e + βe [j e (u)]e

methods are shown to be completely immune to changes of η (see section 3). Note
that η is denoted with C11 in other papers, e.g., in [13, 36]. Also note the slight
diﬀerence in the deﬁnition of the ﬂux for the CDG method compared to [36], where
the method was introduced with χ = 1. Similarly, BR2 was introduced in [4, 5] with
χ = 3 for triangular grids, but we leave the constant χ free, so that we can take
diﬀerent grid types (triangular, quadrilateral, tetrahedral etc.) into account.
2.2. Convection-diﬀusion-reaction equations. In this section we brieﬂy discuss a discrete formulation for equations of the form (2.1) based on the diﬀusion
discretization presented in the previous section:

(2.9)
ϕ∂t uh = BCDR (uh , ϕ) ∀ϕ ∈ Vh .
Ω

The bilinear form is BCDR (uh , ϕ) := −B(u, ϕ) + BCR (u, ϕ) with B given by (2.4),
where this time uh in (2.4) is time-dependent and A depends on uh , and




(2.10)
BCR (u, ϕ) =
f (u) · ∇ϕ −
ϕs(u) ∀ϕ ∈ Vh .
f (u) · [[ϕ]]e +
Ω

e∈Γ

e

Ω

The ﬁrst two summands in (2.10) correspond to the discretization of the convection
term and the last summand to the discretization of the reaction term. In the DG
context the discretization of the convective terms is well studied, e.g., in [11, 12]
and many other papers; possibly a stabilization is required in convection dominated
cases as discussed in [15] and references therein. Other stabilization techniques such as
entropy viscosity (cf. [25]) or artiﬁcial viscosity methods (e.g., [23]) require a diﬀusion
discretization as presented in the previous section. The convective numerical ﬂux f(u)
can be any appropriate numerical ﬂux known for standard FV methods, e.g., presented
in textbooks [32, 39] on the subject.
3. Theoretical results. In this section we derive coercivity results for the different methods for elliptic problems presented in the previous section. The coercivity
results are expressed with respect to the grid-dependent norm:


|||v|||2 =
|v|21,K +
re ([[v]]e )2Ω
K∈Th

for v ∈ Vh +

H01 (Ω)

e∈Γ

∩ H (Ω). This is the same norm used in [8].
2
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For the method presented in the previous section the following theorem can be
proven. The results for the IP and BR2 methods can be found in the literature,
e.g., [2]. The new results are the proofs for the CDG and CDG2 methods.
Theorem 2 (coercivity estimate). Let Th be a conforming grid on Ω such that
there is an aﬃne mapping from a ﬁxed reference element K̂ to each K ∈ Th 1 and let
β e be as in (2.6). Consider the problem (2.2) with A = const and g = 0. For the
bilinear form B given in (2.4) the inequality
B(u, u) ≥ C|||u|||2

∀u ∈ Vh

holds for some C > 0 if one of the following conditions is fulﬁlled:
(a) η is chosen suﬃciently large and χ ≥ 0 (for IP, CDG, and CDG2),
(b) η ≥ 0 and χ > χ0 , where
1. χ0 = NTh for the BR2 method,
2. χ0 = NTout
for the CDG method, and
h
3. for the CDG2 method
χ0 =


NTh 
1 + ν(β) ,
4

with ν(β) = maxe∈Γi {|Ke− |/|Ke+ |} and Ke− , Ke+ determined by β.
The mesh-dependent constants NTout
and NTh used to deﬁne χ0 are given in (2.7) and
h
(2.8), respectively.
The ﬁrst part of this theorem is a simple extension of the proof found in [2] and was
also mentioned for the original CDG method, i.e., with χ = 1 in [36]. The generalized
estimate for the coercivity coeﬃcient of the BR2 method is an easy consequence of
the discussion in [2, 8]. Therefore, we focus on the results for the CDG and the CDG2
methods. The proof is given in section 3.2.
Before we proceed with the proof of Theorem 2 in section 3.2, we need to summarize some properties of the lifting operators that we require for the proof. In the following we will use the abbreviations L(u) = e∈Γ Le (u) and r(u) = e∈Γ r e ([[u]]e ).
3.1. Properties of the lifting operators. In the following we assume that the
conditions stated in Theorem 2 are satisﬁed. The following lemmas summarize some
simple observations.
Lemma 3. Let βe be chosen as in (2.6) and e ∈ Γi . Then for u ∈ Vh it holds that
(3.1)

supp re ([[u]]e ) = Ke+ ∪ Ke−

and

supp Le (u) = Ke− .

Furthermore, Le (u) = 2re ([[u]]e ) on Ke− .
For e ∈ Γ \ Γi we have Le (u) = re ([[u]]e ) for the CDG method and Le (u) =
2re ([[u]]e ) for the CDG2 method.
1 This

is, for example, the case for simplex or Cartesian grids.
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Proof. The result for re follows from the deﬁnition. For the second part we denote
+
−
with τ +
e the restriction of a function τ ∈ Σ on Ke . Similarly τ e = τ |Ke− . Then




+
Le (φ)|Ke+ · τ =
Le (φ) · τ e |Ke+ = − [[φ]]e · {{τ e }}e − βe · [[φ]]e [τ +
e ]e
Ω
Ω
e
e



1 +
τ + βe · nKe+ τ +
= − [[φ]]e ·
(3.2)
e
2 e
e



1 + 1 +
τ − τe = 0.
= − [[φ]]e ·
2 e
2
e
−
Similarly one can show that Ω L−
e (φ) · τ = 2 Ω r e ([[φ]]e ) · τ for any τ ∈ Σ from which
the other equality in the lemma follows directly.
For e on the boundary we have for CDG2 that βe is deﬁned as in the interior, so
that the result stated above also holds in this case. For the CDG method β e = 0 and
this gives us Le (u) = r e ([[u]]e ).
The key ingredient in the proof of Theorem 2 is the following lemma, which relates
r e (·)|Ke− and r e (·)|Ke+ .
Lemma 4. Let Th be as in the Theorem 2, β e as in (2.6), and e ∈ Γi . Then there
exists a positive constant αe such that

(3.3)

αe re ([[u]]e )2K − = re ([[u]]e )2K +
e

∀u ∈ Vh .

e

Moreover, we have αe = |Ke− |/|Ke+ |.
If we deﬁne for all e ∈ Γ \ Γi αe = 3 (CDG) and αe = 0 (CDG2), we have
(3.4)

Le (u)2Ω =

4
re ([[u]]e )2Ω
1 + αe

for all e ∈ Γ.
Proof. In the following we use the abbreviation re = r e ([[u]]e ). Consider the
aﬃne mappings Fe− , Fe+ of the reference element K̂ to Ke− , Ke+ , respectively, such
−1
−1
that Fe+
(e) = Fe−
(e) and with an orientation such that for all i ∈ 1, N (N =
dim Σh (Ke− ) = dim Σh (Ke+ ))
−1
−1
τ̂ i ◦ Fe+
(x) = τ̂ i ◦ Fe−
(x)

∀x ∈ e,

−1
for some orthonormal basis {τ̂ i }i=1,N of Σh (K̂). Consequently, {τ ±
i = τ̂ i ◦ Fe± }i=1,N
−
+
±
is an orthogonal basis of Σh (Ke ) such that τ i = τ i =: τ e,i on e. By setting τ ±
i to
zero outside of K ± we obtain functions in Σh . Let us introduce the notation

r±
e =

re
0

on Ke± ,
elsewhere.

±
± ±
+
±
±
We can now represent r −
e , r e on Ke in the basis {τ i }, i.e., r e =
i=1 re,i τ i , and
we introduce


 ±
1
±
±
±
[[u]]e · τ e,i
, r e = re,i i=1,N , Me =
τ±
.
be = −
i · τj
2 e
Ke±
i=1,N
i,j=1,N
N

By deﬁnition of the lifting operators (2.5) we compute




1
±
±
±
±
re · τ i =
re · τ i = − [[u]]e · {{τ i }}e = −
[[u]]e · τ e,i = be,i .
(3.5)
2 e
Ke±
Ω
e
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Consequently, we have
± −1
r±
be .
e = (Me )

Since

K±

±
2
± ±
(r ±
e ) = r e · Me r e we conclude that

re 2K ± = (Me± )−1 be · be =
e

1
|be |2 .
|Ke± |

For the last equality we used the fact that we are working with an orthonormal set of
basis functions so that the mass matrix satisﬁes Me± = |K ± |I, where I is the identity
|K − |
matrix in RN ×N . Thus we can choose αe = |Ke+ | in (3.3). To show (3.4) we notice
e

ﬁrst that re 2K − = (1 + αe )−1 r e 2Ω , since re 2Ω = re 2K − + re 2K + . Now, it is
e
e
e
easy to see from Lemma 3 that (3.4) is fulﬁlled.
Note that although we used an orthonormal basis function in the proof of Lemma 4,
the coercivity result does not depend on this choice. Also note that the assumption of
Lemma 4 requires that the grid is conforming and that each grid element is an aﬃne
mapping of a same reference element. These grids include, for example, simplicial
grids, Cartesian grids, or a grid whose elements are parallelograms in two dimensions,
or parallelepipeds in three dimensions.
Finally, our analysis requires the following estimate on the lifting operator re ,
with a proof in [8].
Lemma 5 (see Brezzi et al. [8]). There is a positive constant C2 independent of
he and u such that
2
re ([[u]]e )2Ω ≤ C2 h−1
e [[u]]e e

for each u ∈ Vh and for each e ∈ Γ.
3.2. Proof of Theorem 2 for the CDG and CDG2 methods. To carry out
e ,
the proof of Theorem 2 we ﬁrst rewrite the bilinear form using parameters β1 , L
and δe and assuming A ≡ 1:


e (ϕ) · L
e (uh )
L
B(uh , ϕ) =
∇uh · ∇ϕ + χ
Ω

+


e∈Γ

(3.6)

+ β1

e∈Γ

({{∇ϕ}}e · [[uh ]]e + {{∇uh }}e · [[ϕ]]e )

e



e∈Γi

−


e∈Γ

Ω

e



βe · [∇uh ]e [[ϕ]]e + [∇ϕ]e [[uh ]]e

δe (uh ) · [[ϕ]]e

∀ϕ ∈ Vh .

e

e is zero for IP, equal
We have β1 = 1 for CDG, and β1 = 0 for all other methods, L

to Le for CDG, CDG2, and Le ( · ) = r e ([[ · ]]e ) for BR2, and ﬁnally δe = δ e for IP,
CDG, CDG2 and zero for BR2.
First we prove the coercivity result for the CDG method.
Proof (for the CDG method). We note that the bilinear form of the CDG method
can be written in the following form:

 η
(3.7)
B(u, u) = ∇u + L(u)2Ω − L(u)2Ω + χ
Le (u)2Ω +
[[uh ]]e 2e .
he
e∈Γ

e∈Γ
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Since Le = 0 on all K where e is an inﬂow edge, we have
L(u)2Ω ≤ NTout
h

(3.8)



Le (u)2Ω .

e∈Γ

For any ε ∈ (0, 1) we obtain


∇u + L(u)2Ω ≥

(1 − ε)|u|21,K + (1 − ε−1 )L(u)2Ω ,

K∈Th

which follows from the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality. Furthermore, from Lemma 5,
inequality (3.8), equality (3.4), and the last inequality we get
B(u, u) ≥



(1 −

ε)|u|21,K

K∈Th

+


e∈Γ


4
−1
−1 out
(χ − ε NTh ) + ηC2
r e 2Ω .
1 + αe

If condition (a) of Theorem 2 is satisﬁed we can choose η large enough that the
coeﬃcient of the second sum becomes positive. If condition (b) is satisﬁed, we can
choose ε so close to 1 that χ − ε−1 NTout
becomes positive. The positive number C
h
from the formulation of the theorem is now the minimal value of the positive numbers
4
(χ − ε−1 NTout
) + ηC2−1
1 − ε and 1+α
h
e
We now continue with the proof for the CDG2 method.
Proof (for the CDG 2 method). In the case of the CDG2 method the bilinear form
B(u, u) can be rewritten as
B(u, u) = ∇u + r(u)2Ω − r(u)2Ω + χ



Le (u)2Ω +

e∈Γ

 η
[[u]]e 2e .
he
e∈Γ

Note that re (·) ≡ 0 in grid elements not having e as one edge. From that fact we
derive the inequality
r(u)2Ω ≤ NTh

(3.9)



re ([[u]]e )2Ω .

e∈Γ

As in the proof for the CDG method we get
∇u + r(u)2Ω ≥



(1 − ε)|u|21,K + (1 − ε−1 )r(u)2Ω

K∈Th

for any ε ∈ (0, 1). Combining Lemma 5, inequality (3.9), and the last inequality we
obtain


  4χ
−1
2
−1
B(u, u) ≥
(1 − ε)|u|1,K +
− ε NTh + ηC2
re 2Ω .
1 + αe
K∈Th

e∈Γ

Note that αe = 0 for e ∈ Γ\Γi . By similar arguments as in the CDG case, we conclude
that we can choose η large enough if condition (a) of Theorem 2 is satisﬁed, or ε close
to 1 if condition (b) is satisﬁed, so that both coeﬃcients in front of |u|1,K and re 2Ω
are positive. The positive number C from the formulation of the theorem is now the
4χ
minimal value of the positive numbers 1 − ε and 1+α
− ε−1 NTh + ηC2−1 .
e
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3.3. Further remarks. Following the discussion from [2] one can prove for
bounded, coercive, consistent, and adjoint consistent methods the following a priori
error estimate for the discrete solution of a linear elliptic problem uh ∈ Vh :
u − uh Ω ≤ Chk+1 |u|k+1,Ω

(3.10)

if the exact solution u is in H k+1 (Ω) ∩ H01 (Ω). Here C is a constant and k is the polynomial degree of the basis functions from Vh . All the methods studied in this paper
fall into this category. It is straightforward to see that all the methods studied here
are consistent and adjoint consistent; Theorem 2 gives conditions for their coercivity,
and boundedness can be shown using the estimates found in [2].
d
2
From the coercivity results one can conclude the L2 -stability estimate dt
Ωu ≤0
in the parabolic case for each method. The stability proof for the case that both
convection and diﬀusion terms are present can be treated as described, for example,
in [13] under suitable conditions on the numerical ﬂux f. The arguments found there
demonstrate that it suﬃces to concentrate on the diﬀusion part.
In the case of the CDG2 method the switch function can be chosen such that
N
χ0 = 2Th , independent of the underlying grid as we will show in the following section.
This observation turns out to be crucial, because choosing the smallest lifting and
stability factor which guarantee stability leads to the most eﬃcient method.
We conclude this section with the observation that on some special meshes, i.e.,
Cartesian meshes as well as triangular meshes created out of Cartesian meshes by
dividing each quadrilateral into two triangles, the BR2 and CDG2 methods coincide
when applied to linear problems.
Corollary 6 (BR2 and CDG2 on special meshes). Consider the setting of
Theorem 2. The methods BR2 and CDG2 coincide on grids Th with |K1 | = |K2 | and
equal shape for all K1 , K2 ∈ Th if χBR2 = 2χCDG2 and δ e (u) ≡ 0.
Proof. This result is a consequence of observing that in this situation Ω Le (u) ·
Le (ϕ) = 4 Ke− r e ([[u]]e ) · re ([[ϕ]]e ) and Ω re ([[u]]e ) · r e ([[ϕ]]e ) = 2 Ke− re ([[u]]e ) · re ([[ϕ]]e )
holds. The last equality follows from Ke+ r e ([[u]]e ) · re ([[ϕ]]e ) = Ke− r e ([[u]]e ) · re ([[ϕ]]e )
as can be shown using change of variables since there exists an aﬃne mapping F of
Ke+ into Ke− such that re ([[u]]e )(x) = re ([[u]]e )(F (x)), re ([[ϕ]]e )(x) = re ([[ϕ]]e )(F (x)),
and |det(D(F (x))/Dx)| = 1 for all x ∈ Ke+ . Thus for the two methods the term
 (ϕ) · L
e (uh ) in (3.6) diﬀers only by a factor of 2.
L
Ω e
4. Implementation. In this section we provide some details on our implementation of the compact DG methods presented in this paper, focusing once again on
the CDG and CDG2 methods. Our implementation is part of the Dune-Fem module [16], which is based on the free software environment Dune [6, 7]. Dune-Fem
provides a range of diﬀerent methods for solving general systems of nonlinear partial
diﬀerential equations on parallel, locally adapted grids.
Employing the DG method for the spatial discretization of a convection-diﬀusionreaction equation leads to

(4.1)
ϕ∂t uh = BCDR (uh , ϕ) ∀ϕ ∈ Vh
Ω

for the semi-discrete function uh with uh (t, ·) ∈ Vh . The bilinear form BCDR is
described in section 2.2. Writing uh (t, x) = i ui (t)ϕi (x), where {ϕi }i forms a basis
of Vh , we arrive at a system of ODEs


U  (t) = M −1 b(t), where U = (ui )i , b(t) = BCDR (uh (t, ·), ϕi ) i
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and M is the mass matrix Ω ϕi ϕj i,j . Thus solving the system of evolution equations requires computing the bilinear form BCDR (uh (t, ·), ϕi ), the inverse of the mass
matrix, and solving the resulting system of ODEs.
4.1. Spatial discretization. In the Dune-Fem framework either Lagrange
type basis functions or orthonormal basis functions are available to build the discrete
space Vh . For the work presented here we have used an orthonormal basis, so that
the mass matrix is diagonal. All our numerical experiments have shown that taking
η = 0 in the CDG and CDG2 methods leads to the best results if χ is taken according
to Theorem 2 part (b). Therefore we will only present details of the implementation
for the schemes with η = 0.
Assuming now that the test function ϕ = ϕi has support on only one element K
of the grid Th and denoting with uK the restriction of uh to K, B given in (2.4) takes
on a much simpler form. We use the deﬁnition of the jump and average operators and
the uniﬁed formulation of the ﬂuxes found at the beginning of section 3.2 to arrive at


BCDR (uh , ϕ) = −
(f (uK ) · ∇ϕ + sE (uK )ϕ) +
f(u) · ne ϕ
K
e⊂∂K



A(u)
· ne ϕ
(A(uK )∇uK · ∇ϕ − sI (uK )ϕ) −
+
K
e⊂∂K



1
(4.2)
−
+ β1 β e · ne A(uK )[[u]]e · ∇ϕ
2
e⊂∂K∩Γi

(uK − gD )A(uK )ne · ∇ϕ
−
e⊂∂K∩∂Ω

=: BE (uh , ϕ) + BI (uh , ϕ) ,
with β1 = 1 for CDG and 0 for all other methods. In BE we combine the ﬁrst two
integrals which discretize the convection forces and a part of the source term sE .
The second term BI contains the diﬀusion and the remaining part of the source term
denoted with sI = s − sE . This splitting is used to employ a semi-implicit (IMEX)
ODE solver as described later in this section.
 for
It remains to study the implementation of the convective ﬂux f and the ﬂux A
the diﬀusion in the primal formulation (2.4). For the convection we use the Rusanov
ﬂux described, for example, in [39]. Using (3.2) we obtain the following representation

for the diﬀusion ﬂux A(u):
⎧


⎪
BR2,
⎨{{A(u)∇u + χ A(u)r e ([[u]]e ) }}e

(4.3)
A(u)
=
A(u)∇u + 2χA(u)re ([[u]]e ) |Ke−
CDG,
⎪


⎩
{{A(u)∇u}}e + 2χ A(u)re ([[u]]e ) |Ke− CDG2.
Hence we see that for the BR2 method, as well as for the CDG, CDG2 methods, we
need only compute the lifting r e . While for the BR2 method re must be computed on
both elements Ke− , Ke+ , for the CDG and CDG2 we have to compute the lifting only
on Ke− depending on the switch function βe . To compute r e on Ke− or on Ke+ we can
make use of the fact that we are using orthonormal basis functions. Thus the degrees of
freedom (ri )i deﬁning r e ([[u]]e ) on K are easily computed through ri = − 12 e [[u]]e · τ i ,
where (τ i )i is an orthonormal basis of Pk (K)d . The lifting required for the CDG and
CDG2 methods therefore involves only the computation of a single integral over each
 over that intersection is
intersection e ∈ Γi and can be computed while the ﬂux A
evaluated.
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It remains to ﬁx the switch β e for each interior edge e ∈ Γi . One suggestion,
which is widely used in the literature [13, 2, 36], is the upwind switch
(4.4)

βe =

1
sgn(nKe · w)nKe .
2

The upwind vector w ∈ Rd is chosen a priori (i.e., before each time step), so that
w · n = 0 for the normal n to ∂K for all K ∈ Th . Thus Ke− is chosen to be the
element adjacent to e with nKe− · w > 0.
Our suggestion is motivated by the coercivity estimate for the CDG2 method.

N 
According to Theorem 2, the CDG2 method is stable provided χ > 4Th 1 + ν(β) .
The eﬃciency of the method is severely inﬂuenced by the magnitude of χ, larger
values increasing the condition number of the system matrix. Thus it is advantageous
to render ν(β) = maxe∈Γi {|Ke− |/|Ke+ |} as small as possible. This can be achieved by
using the area switch
(4.5)

βe =

1
nKe∗ ,
2

where Ke∗ is the element adjacent to e with the smaller area. Thus |Ke− | ≤ |Ke+ | and
consequently ν(β) ≤ 1.
4.2. Temporal discretization. Using the splitting deﬁned in (4.2) together
with the method of lines described above leads to a system of ODEs
(4.6)

U  (t) = FE (U (t), t) + FI (U (t), t),

where U (t) = (ui (t))i is the vector of degrees of freedom for the unknown function
uh (t, x) = i ui (t)ϕi (x) and the components of FE and FI are M −1 BE (uh (t, ·), ϕi )
and M −1 BI (uh (t, ·), ϕi ), respectively. To avoid the strong time step restriction imposed by the diﬀusion and stiﬀ sources (combined into sI ), we want to use an implicit
method for these terms, while allowing for time exact simulation of the convection
forces, through an explicit treatment of these terms.
For the numerical examples we use IMEX Runge–Kutta methods of order k + 1,
where k is the polynomial order of the basis functions used to construct Vh . For
k = 1 we use the IMEX-SSP2(2,2,2); details on the corresponding Butcher array can
be found in [35]. A detailed convergence analysis for the IMEX-SSP2(2,2,2) and a
DG method for convection-diﬀusion equations is carried out in [9]. For k = 2 we use
the method YZ(3,3) presented in [40], and for k = 3 we use the IERK(4,5) presented
in [33].
Using these methods the time step ΔtE is merely restricted by the CFL condition.
Note that fully implicit methods could also be used, in which case the bilinear form
is not split into two parts.
Implicit methods naturally lead to large systems of nonlinear equations, increasing
in size if higher order Runge–Kutta methods are used. In our implementation we
reduce the size by using diagonally implicit methods, but nevertheless the resulting
nonlinear algebraic system is large and diﬃcult to solve. To avoid the computation of
the Jacobian of the function FI we use a matrix free Newton solver. Since our time
step is restricted by the convection forces, the number of iterations required for the
nonlinear and the subsequent linear solver is small. Hence, the data from the previous
time step is a good starting point for the iteration and matrix free implementations
are, in general, less expensive compared to setting up matrices.
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In each step of the Newton iteration a linear system of the form DFIn δ n = −FIn ,
where FIn = FI (U n , t) required the evaluation of the bilinear form BI . This linear system is solved using a CG type method (BiCG-stab or GMRES for nonsymmetric A).
Instead of using the exact Jacobian we use a one sided approximation to DFIn . Since
the iterative solvers used require only the implementation of the application of the
linear operator DFIn to given vectors v 1 , . . . , v S , we can use the following approximation DFIn v s = ε1n (FI (U n + εn v s ) − FIn ). Thus only one application of the bilinear
form is required in each iteration step s = 1, . . . , S of the linear solver. The step size
n
|
εn is computed following the suggestions found in [31]: ε = εdbl 1+|U
|v|2 .
4.3. Choice of parameters in the CDG and CDG2 methods. In contrast
to the IP method, CDG is quite robust with respect to the choice of the penalty
parameter η. As was already pointed out in [36], the original CDG method (taking
χ = 1) is very stable even with η = 0 at least on 2D triangular grids. In this case,
we have not been able to construct examples where the system matrix has negative
eigenvalues, at least
 in the case
 of the Laplace operator. Only when used to discretize
the operator −∇· A(x)∇u(x) , we found problems with stability in some cases, which
could be solved by a slight increase of either η or χ. A second case, where we observed
negative eigenvalues even for the Laplace operator when taking the CDG method in
its original formulation, was on some quadrilateral grids.
The three-dimensional (3D) setting was not tested in [36] and here we did encounter problems even for the Laplace equation when using the CDG method with
χ = 1. For Test Case 1 of the 3D Benchmark on Discretization Schemes for Anisotropic
Diﬀusion Problems on General Grids (cf. [21]) using mesh tet.0.msh, we discovered
that with χ = 1 the minimal eigenvalue of the stiﬀness matrix was −12.167 so that
the bilinear form B is not coercive in this case. This example demonstrates the necessity of using a constant χ > 1. In numerical experiments we discovered that χ can
be chosen smaller than the bounds given in Theorem 2. However, these values diﬀer
from method to method, from problem to problem, and from grid to grid. For those
reasons we choose for the CDG, CDG2, and BR2 methods χ = χ0 in all numerical
experiments presented in section 5.
For our comparison with the much simpler IP method, we choose the parameter
η on each e ∈ Γ as suggested in [1]:
(4.7)

ηe =

 Λe |e |2
1
max k(k + 1) λA
max
2 K∈Th
|e|2

e∈∂K

∀e ∈ Γ.

e ∈∂K

Here k is the polynomial order of the basis functions and λA
max denotes the largest
eigenvalue of the diﬀusion matrix A. Λe = 1/2 if e ∈ Γi , Λe = 1 if e is part of the
Dirichlet boundary, and Λe = 0 for Neumann boundaries. In [1] it is shown that
choosing hηee in the stability term with he deﬁned in section 2.1 results in coercivity
for the IP method on triangular grids in two space dimensions. Alternative choices of
the parameter ηe are, for example, given in [19, 20].
5. Numerical results. In order to obtain some insight into the qualitative characteristics of the CDG2 method, we will compare CDG2 with the other methods
mentioned in Table 1. In particular we will consider numerical examples for scalar
equations—starting with Poisson’s equation to measure the condition of the system
matrices and continuing with the heat equation to compare runtime eﬃciency of the
schemes. Finally we conclude this section with results for the nonlinear compressible
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Navier–Stokes system. Further models for which we have employed these methods
include ﬂow problems with detailed chemical reaction and free surface shallow water
ﬂow.
We focus on a comparison of the eﬃciency of the methods, i.e., we compare their
error to runtime ratio. In all numerical examples we choose the parameters η and χ
according to the theoretical bound given by Theorem 2. For the CDG, CDG2, and
BR2 methods this means that η = 0 and stability is achieved by choosing χ equal to
the bound χ0 given by Theorem 2. For the IP method the penalization coeﬃcient η
is chosen according to (4.7).

(a) mesh1

(b) structured mesh

(c) unstructured mesh

Fig. 1. Two structured and one unstructured macrotriangulation.

5.1. Elliptic problem. In the ﬁrst example we consider a linear elliptic problem
of the form
−∇ · (A∇u) = 0
(5.1)

u=g

in Ω = [0, 1]2 ,
on ∂Ω,


A=

1 0
0 ε


.

√
If the boundary conditions are deﬁned by g(x, y) = sin(2πx)e−2π 1/εy , then u ≡ g
is a solution to this problem. For the following numerical experiment we choose
ε = 103 . This problem corresponds to Test 2 of the Benchmark on Anisotropic
Diﬀusion Problems presented at the FVCA 5 [28]. Note that for the CDG scheme
results for all test cases of the benchmark can be found in [14]. For the current 3D
Benchmark on Anisotropic Diﬀusion Problems results for the CDG2 method can be
found in [30].
The calculations are performed on mesh1 of the benchmark, presented in Figure 1(a). For the EOC calculation this mesh is reﬁned by quartering all elements in
each step. The tolerance for the linear solver has been chosen suﬃciently small to
obtain optimal convergence rates. The parameters for the DG methods are (according
to Theorem 2) BR2 χ = 3, CDG χ = 2, and CDG2 χ = 1.5. For the IP method the
stability coeﬃcient has been chosen as described in (4.7). For the CDG method we
used the upwind switch and for the CDG2 method the area switch.
All methods considered show the expected convergence rate of k + 1, k being the
polynomial order of the basis functions used to build Vh . Diﬀerences in terms of L2 accuracy between BR2, CDG, and CDG2 on a ﬁxed grid are usually lower than 5%,
but for the IP method we get up to 25% higher L2 -errors. In Figure 2 we compare
L2 -error and computational time required for solving the linear system. We see that
BR2 and CDG2 are the most eﬃcient methods. This still holds when an ILU(0)
preconditioner is applied. A comparison of the CPU time for the unconditioned linear
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Fig. 2. CPU time to L2 -error comparison for the elliptic problem (5.1). Left, the CPU time for
the CG solver. Right, CPU time for the CG solver and ILU (0) preconditioning is plotted. Solver
and preconditioner from PETSc [3] have been used.

Fig. 3. Condition number (left), calculated with the Krylov–Shur method implemented in SLEPc
[29], and iterations of the CG solver (right) for the Poisson equation on a triangular grid for
k = 1, 2, 3.

solver makes sense in our setting since we want to apply the methods in a matrix free
solver where the application of preconditioning is very diﬃcult.
In Figure 3 we present the condition number which is λmax /λmin where λmax
is the largest eigenvalue of the bilinear form B and λmin the smallest eigenvalue.
The eigenvalues have been calculated using the Krylov–Shur method implemented in
the software package SLEPc [29]. As we can see, CDG2 and BR2 have the smallest
condition number followed by CDG, while IP has the largest condition number. In
this example a smaller condition number coincides with fewer iterations of the linear
solver needed to achieve a certain reduction of the error, plotted in the right part of
Figure 3. We can see that for this example the CDG2 and the BR2 methods seem
to be the best choice since they are the most accurate and eﬃcient. In a matrix free
implementation, CDG2 could be expected to have a slight advantage over BR2 since
the evaluation of the bilinear form is more expensive for the BR2 method, where the
lifting operator r e has to be evaluated twice as much as for the CDG2 method. The
approximation quality and the eﬃciency of the IP method are inferior to those of
BR2, CDG, and CDG2 in our example. Additionally, although for the IP method
no lifting operator has to be evaluated, the calculation of the parameter ηe in (4.7)
depends on the largest eigenvalue of the diﬀusion matrix A. These computations of
eigenvalues can become very diﬃcult for nonconstant A or for nonlinear systems of
equations, e.g., the Navier–Stokes equations. On the other hand, just taking a global
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upper bound for the eigenvalue leads to an over excessive penalization, increasing the
condition number of the system matrix and thus the eﬃciency of the scheme.
5.2. Linear parabolic problem. In the second example we consider a 2D linear
advection-diﬀusion equation of the form
∂t u + ∇ · (uv) − εΔu = 0

(5.2)

u(·, 0) = u0

on [0, 1]2 × [0, tend],
on [0, 1]2 ,

for which we can construct an exact analytical solution which we use to prescribe the
Dirichlet boundary data. We take a constant velocity v = (0.1, 0.2) and ε = 0.1. The
N
initial data is given by u0 (x, y) = n=1 un0 (x, y) with un0 (x, y) = (αx,n cos(γx,n πx) +
βx,n sin(γx,n πx))(αy,n cos(γy,n πy) + βy,n sin(γy,n πy)) with N = 2 and αx = (0.6, 0.9),
αy = (1.2, 0.3), βx = (0.8, 0.2), βy = (0.4, 0.1), and γx = (2, 0.7), γy = (1, 0.5). With
this choice we have
u(t, x, y) =

N


e−πεt(γx,n +γy,n ) un0 (x, y) .

n=1

In Figure 4 we compare the eﬃciency of the diﬀerent schemes by studying runtimes
and discretization errors at tend = 0.1 in the L2 norm. For this problem we show only
results for k = 2 but use two diﬀerent grids. The ﬁrst grid is a regular criss-cross
grid (see Figure 1(b)) obtained reﬁning a macrogrid consisting of a Cartesian grid
where each cube element is split into two triangles. Thus each element of the grid has
the same volume so that CDG2 and BR2 are identical in this case (see Corollary 6).
This can be seen in the results since on a ﬁxed reﬁnement level, both CDG2 and
BR2 lead to the same error. In this case the CDG2 method is more than 10% more
eﬃcient, due to the lower cost in evaluating the bilinear form B. IP is the least
eﬃcient scheme, followed by CDG. The second grid is a highly unstructured grid (see
Figure 1(c)). Due to the larger value of ν(β), the CDG2 method with the upwind
switch is considerably less eﬃcient than BR2 and in this case even less eﬃcient than
CDG. Using the area switch leads to ν(β) ≤ 1 and the method is again the most
eﬃcient one, outperforming BR2 again by more than 10%.
0.01
IP
BR2
CDG (upwind)
CDG2 (upwind)
CDG2 (area)

0.001

IP
BR2
CDG (upwind)
CDG2 (upwind)
CDG2 (area)

0.01

L2-error

L2-error

0.001

factor of cpu time spent

0.0001

factor of cpu time spent

0.0001
1.37
1 1.12

2.61
1.42

1.52
1 1.14

1e-05

5.82

1e-05
0.1

1
computational time

10

100

1

10

100
computational time

1000

10000

Fig. 4. Results for the advection-diﬀusion problem. The L2 -error on a triangular grid for k = 2
is plotted with respect to the runtime. On the left, a criss-cross grid is used, leading to theoretical
parameters of χ = 2 (CDG), χ = 3 (BR2), and χ = 1.5 (CDG2). On the right, results on the
unstructured grid are shown; the theoretical parameters for this setting are the same for all methods
except for the CDG2 method with upwind switch where we have χ = 8.4375. For the IP method the
stability coeﬃcient has been chosen as described in (4.7).
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5.3. Nonlinear parabolic problem. As a third example we consider the timedependent compressible nonlinear Navier–Stokes equations
(5.3)

∂t u + ∇ · (F (u) − A(u)∇u) = s(u)

in Ω × [0, tend],

where u = (ρ, ρv, ρe), ρ is density, ρv momentum vector, and ρe total energy. In this
section we will restrict ourselves to two dimensions for the sake of simpler notation.
The convective and diﬀusive ﬂuxes are given as
⎤
⎡
⎤
⎡
0
0
ρu
ρw
⎢
⎥
⎢ ρu2 + p
τ12
τ11
ρuw ⎥
⎥ , A(u)∇u = ⎢
⎥
F (u) = ⎢
2
⎣
⎦
⎣ ρuw
τ21
τ22
ρw + p ⎦
u(ρe + p) w(ρe + p)
E1diﬀ + κ∂x T E2diﬀ + κ∂z T
with E1diﬀ = uτ11 + wτ21 and E2diﬀ = uτ12 + wτ22 . The viscous stress tensor τ for
Newtonian ﬂuids is deﬁned as
(5.4)

τ =

μ(∂x w + ∂z u)
(2μ + λ)∂x u + λ∂z w
;
λ∂x u + (2μ + λ)∂z w
μ(∂x w + ∂z u)

κ is thermal conductivity coeﬃcient. The term κ∇T represents the heat ﬂux according
to the Fourier’s law. In the convective and diﬀusive ﬂuxes we have other unknowns
p and T , which are related to u by


1
(5.5)
p = (γ − 1)ρ e − v 2 ,
T = p/(ρRd ) ,
2
where Rd = cp − cv is the speciﬁc gas constant of the dry air and γ = cp /cv is the ratio
of speciﬁc heat capacity at constant pressure cp and at constant volume cv . Finally,
we close the system of equations with λ = − 23 μ and κ = cp μPr−1 , where Pr is the
Prandl number.
For this test case we choose parameters and exact solution similar to [24]:
ρ=e=

1
sin(π(x + y) − t) + 2
2

and

v = (1, 1),

with μ = 0.1, Pr = 0.72, cp = 1004, and cv = 717. The source term s in (5.3) is chosen
so that we have an analytical solution. The computational domain is Ω = [0, 2]2 .
In Figure 5 we compare CDG2 with area switch with CDG and BR2 at the endtime tend = 0.1. We use the same time integration scheme for all methods of the same
order. These time integrators have been described in section 4.2. On the left picture
of Figure 5 we observe that the CDG2 method of order 2, 3, and 4 is at least 10%
faster in terms of the CPU time than BR2 of the corresponding order, and more than
35% than CDG, whereas the diﬀerence in the L2 -error is less than 4% for all methods.
We also observe that the GMRES solver, in case of the CDG method, needs 54% more
iterations for the whole simulation than in the case of CDG2 and BR2, which require
the same number of iterations.
6. Conclusions. We have presented a new method for spatial discretization of
the diﬀusion ﬂuxes based on the discontinuous Galerkin (DG) approach. The new
method is derived from the compact discontinuous Galerkin (CDG) method in such
a way that inherits all positive characteristics of the CDG method, most notably its
compact stencil. For CDG2 and CDG we give new necessary conditions for coercivity
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Fig. 5. Results for Navier–Stokes equations on an unstructured triangular grid. The stabilization parameters are η = 0 and χ according to Theorem 2.
1e-05

L2-error

CDG2 (A)
BR2 (A)
CDG2 (B)
BR2 (B)

Scheme
CDG2
BR2

A
CPU time
305
329

L2 -error
3.91e-07
3.92e-07

Scheme
CDG2
BR2

B
CPU time
1790
2469

L2 -error
5.47e-07
5.46e-07

1e-06

10

100
computation time

1000

Fig. 6. Comparison on aﬃne (A) and nonaﬃne (B) quadrilateral grids. Problem is
from section 5.2 on the quadrilateral domain with corners (0, 0), (1, 0), (1, 1), (0, 1) (A) and
(0.4, 0), (1, 0), (1, 1.4), (0.1) (B). The graph (left) contains levels 4 and 5 of the simulation cycle
and the table (right) contains the numbers of the level 5 run.

for linear problems. Furthermore, we show that these conditions can be successfully
used for nonlinear Navier–Stokes equations. Numerical examples for Poisson, linear
heat, and nonlinear Navier–Stokes equations show that CDG2 is more eﬃcient than
CDG in terms of L2 -error versus CPU time. On very regular grids the CDG2 method
is identical to the BR2 method whereas the spatial operator of the CDG2 is slightly
cheaper to evaluate.
Our results indicate that even on triangular grids using orthonormal basis functions the CDG2 method is more eﬃcient than BR2, even though in this case the
lifting operator is cheap to evaluate. In Figure 6 we show results on two quadrilateral
grids, the second one requiring nonaﬃne element transformations. We use a natural
extension of the bounds in Theorem 2 to deﬁne χ. Note that in this situation the
mass matrix is no longer diagonal and the lower complexity of the CDG2 method in
this case clearly leads to a more eﬃcient method. Due to the still missing theoretical justiﬁcation of bounds for the parameter values this situation still requires more
thorough testing.
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